
Point of Interest

-Name
-Address
-Location (x,y)
-Classification Code

Domain Value – (Education, Institution)

Combined Primary Secondary – 01
Kindergarten – 02
Preschool – 04
Primary School – 03
Secondary School – 05
Specialised Studies – 10
Special School – 06
TAFE – 07
University – 08

Hospitality

Accommodation

Food Service

Licensed Premises

Education – 02

Institution – 01

Education 
Support – 02

Step1: Define fit for multi-purposes 
output data model 

Step2: Generate ontologies based 
on output data model

Step3: Mapping source data with ontologies

Step 4: Data filtering & reasoning using rules to reduce human intervention and realise 
             automatic data conflation

Matched points 
(a)

Bring in cadastre boundary 
(b)

Bring in location information 
(c)

admin location main entrance

parcel centre

Sample scenario: We have a list of candidate points based on a distance calculation (distance threshold 
is 20 metres). To decide which location is the right one, by human intervention, we could first bring in the 
cadastre boundary to rule out the points outside the boundary. Then we look up other supporting 
documents such as metadata to find the points located at the admin building, main entrance and parcel 
centre respectively. Given the purpose is to provide accurate location information for an emergency 
situation, the point located at the main entrance was selected. 

The rules are as follows:

Rule a) Initial filter: Find potentially matched points based on distance;

Rule b) Compare to the cadastre boundary and rule out the ones outside the boundary; 

Rule c) Refer to the user’s requirements to find the most suitable location which should be an entrance. 
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Objectives  This research examines how Semantic Web Technologies can be used to automate the process of conflating geospatial datasets to improve Spatial 
Data Supply Chain (SDSC) efficiency by removing the need for duplicate data handling of similar data sets.  

Outcomes  The research focuses on building ontologies from multiple heterogeneous spatial datasets and creates relevant rules based on multiple knowledge 
domains such as, geometry, topology, policies and business rules. These rules are then used in reasoning processes to realise filtering, matching and 
integrating data intelligently.
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Project Achievements:
To conflate overlapping data sources into one single authoritative and trusted dataset that can satisfy multiple purposes. Multiple agencies can co-maintain 

datasets instead of maintaining its own source data. This will reduce the duplication of effort along the SDSC, generating efficiency and reducing cost. 

Outcomes
The research will generate techniques that can be used 
by an organisation eg. a jurisdiction, to intelligently 
combine datasets of the same type and  generate a 
single point of truth” dataset that can be used by this 
and many other organisations.

The approach to automatic data conflation uses 
ontologies (a way to represent knowledge in a 
structured way). A wide variety of rules are used to 
determine the best result of conflation by averaging 
spatial locations or choosing the most appropriate one 
from the datasets being conflated. 

Rules are generated from an understanding of 
geometry and topology, from policy rules contained in 
documents, and by interviewing experts who use rules 
without Documentation. 

By satisfying these rules through computer reasoning, 
the relevant datasets may be intelligently linked and 
integrated.

Application
The methodology is currently being applied in a case 
study which includes Points of Interest (POI) datasets 
from three Western Australian authorities: 

Ÿ Landgate (state land authority)

Ÿ WAPOL (Western Australian Police)

Ÿ DFES (Department of Fire and Emergency 
Services)

These three datasets overlap with objects such as 
shopping centres, railway stations, schools and other 
business premises. 

The purpose of a conflated dataset in this example is to 
provide improved accurate location information 
(coordinates and address) for emergency respondents 
and a good classification system for the POI repository

Adoption
Data duplication exists at each stage of the Spatial 
Data Supply Chain; from local government authorities 
to state government departments to commonwealth 
agencies.

Automatic Data conflation is a means of improving 
SDSC processes. It reduces the duplication of effort 
along the SDSC, improves efficiency and increases 
productivity while reducing costs.
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